VALENCIA IS ON THE ROCKS AT CLOO OSE

Strikes Base of High Cliff in Fog at Midnight Off Straits of Fuca.

MANY LOST IN FIRST CRASH

Survivors on the Wreck Are in Great Peril of the Heavy Seas.

BOAT REACHES CAPE BEALE

Steamers Queen and Salver Hurrying to the Rescue.

SAD SCENES ON VESSEL

Child Stripped Into Kingfish Waters as Mother Tried to Give It to Man Bailed in Nose of Mass on Narrow Ledge.

VICTORIA, B. C., Jan. 3.-B. C. W. S. Imperial, steamer which arrived in Victoria from San Francisco with 985 immigrants on board yesterday, said yesterday that the Star of India, which went down with all hands, was sighted by a ferry boat which was passing by, and that it had struck a large cliff at 2 a.m. yesterday morning, in a heavy sea. The Star of India is the vessel which went down with all hands. The boat was reported to have struck a large cliff at 2 a.m. yesterday morning, in a heavy sea. The Star of India is the vessel which went down with all hands.

WASHINGTON MEN REVEAL

Ogden's of Joint Instructed Singer to Depute Rule Forbidding Any Amendments to Bills Lining Up Powers.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 3.-Thirty-two members of the National Republican Committee, including "Cannon's committee," last night spoke to the press on the question of amendments to any bills.

VANDERBILT HIS FRIEND

Let Luna From Eyes on Whitney's Recommendations--New Who Replaced to Jellis for "Park and Beach."